The part of my job I like best is when I see real progress and change made in the family - when I see the parents being proud of the changes they have made, and when the children become more self-confident and are happier with their lives.

Overview

Bojana Brkic has been a part of a vibrant family-strengthening social work team set up in Belgrade to support the most vulnerable families with children. The Centre for Infants, Children and Youth - Belgrade where she works used to be a traditional children’s home, but now it is focused on providing services in the community and helps parents who want the best for their children but are struggling.

Typical tasks and responsibilities

Family outreach workers like Bojana visit the families they are working with at least once a week. These families are referred to the family support service by a case manager from the Centre for Social Work who has registered child protection concerns in this particular family. Concerns of neglect can be a consequence of poverty and marginalization. Warning signs can include a lack of school attendance, alerts regarding domestic violence from the police, and continued calls for assistance by the family.

Bojana helps the family jointly identify the most pressing as well as the most important challenges it is facing. Bojana also helps families access the services, including from the health center to address disability concerns, enrollment in preschool or access to financial benefits for families under the poverty line, or those with a disability.

Her role is to help parents improve their positive parenting skills – so that their family environment is a safe and caring place and children are included in play and educational activities in the community.

For Bojana, the most important thing is that the children’s well-being is improved. The road to this may be long – and this is why she will be working with a single family for up to nine months.
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**Typical daily schedule**

“Every day is a busy day for me”, says Bojana. “But I always feel like I have done something meaningful and made a change in someone’s life – or at least tried to do my best to do so.” Sometimes problems families are facing are overwhelming. This is why Bojana has supervision once a week, when she can consult with a more experienced social worker on how to handle the case. On a regular day, Bojana visits around three families. All members of the family usually sit together to reflect back on their plan and the responsibilities each member of the family agreed to. Bojana’s role is multifaceted, because she often needs to mediate conflict or disagreements. She tries to get everyone to agree on a common goal. Bojana may also visit the school or other service the child is attending. This is why Bojana says she is an advocate for her family in the whole community.

**Training and skills**

Most family outreach workers like Bojana have a degree in Social Work. Some of them are trained psychologists or pedagogues. “We learn about the role of the Centre for Social Work, how and on what basis children may be removed from their families and placed into care and how to identify and address child protection issues.” The most important skill for a family outreach worker is motivation and commitment to help a family change. This is a competency that is not learned at school, but is a core part of a selection process and is valued by the managers of the family outreach service.

**Why Bojana loves her job**

Bojana says that she likes her job because it is rewarding, and her client families are really appreciative of the effort she makes to support them. “The part of my job I like best is when I see real progress and change made in the family - when I see the parents being proud of the changes they have made, and when the children become more self-confident and are happier with their lives.”

To view a video of Bojana in action as a Family Outreach Worker helping a family please visit http://www.unicef.org/serbia/media_28076.html